Notes to remember about Year 4
Children must bring with them: Their book
bag every day. Water bottles every day
(ready filled at home) Home reading books
with the Home Reading records filled in by
parents.
Homework :
Monday : Spellings
Tuesday : Timetables / maths
Wednesday : Writing Activity/Grammar,
punctuation
Thursday :
Reading Task
Friday : Topic research
Children should read daily and practice their
timetables on TT Rockstars at least 3x a week
It is essential that children are not wearing
jewellery, including earrings on P.E. days.
Children must wear black school shoes (not black
trainers) and pumps or trainers for P.E.
If your child wears a head scarf, it must be plain

PSHE
This half term we will be: Relationships







Personal boundaries; safely responding to
others.
The impact of hurtful behaviour
Recognising respectful behaviour.
The importance of self-respect; courtesy
and being polite.
Online Safety Identity and Relationships.
You can help your child by talking to them
about their unique qualities and about their
aspirations for the future

Visitors / Events /Trips
Lapage Primary
School
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This term children will have outside visitors;
some sessions will be live and some will be
through a webinar. Children will also visit our
linking school from our Nurture academy.

Anti – bullying webinar
SCARF - It's Great to be Me
Linking school meet up at Byron.
Writing

This half term we will be using the Jane Constadine sentence
stackers to:
Write a mystery narrative for the picture book ‘The Whale ”
Use the fantastic to enhance own writing
Looking at dialogue and use of inverted commas.
Learning to edit and improve our writing.
Write poem – The River
Use similes, personification and metaphors.
Create own poetry

Support your child at home by talking about
their writing when they write at home.

Maths
This half term we will be:

RE: Beliefs about God.
This half term our question is: How are important
events remembered?
We will be:





Looking at the
ways in which we look after our world
Investigate how religions and other world
views address questions of meaning, purpose
and value
You can help your child by talking to them
about making the right choices and about how

 Learning column subtraction and solving subtraction
word problems.
 Learning short and long multiplication method
 Solving reasoning problems and challenges by using
appropriate and clear methods and approaches.
 Explaining thinking and problem solving strategies
used.
You could help your child at home by getting them to show
you the subtraction methods they have been learning at

Reading
This half term we will be:

To

Reading ‘Romans on the Rampage’
Making predictions
Developing the skills of retrieval and
inference
 Exploring the author’s use of language and
its impact on the reader
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You can help at home by reading every evening with
your child and asking questions to check their
understanding of what they have read.
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Science
This half term we will be:

 Learning about electricity
 Explain how some products use battery power




ART/ D.T

This half term we will be:


Design a Roman helmets



Measure, mark out, cut and shape a range of materials.



Label drawings from different views.



Make the helmet



Evaluate Roman helmet.

 Find out information from a pre-prepared database
You could help
your child
by looking
at the
 Contribute
towards
a database
different types of Construct
appliances
around
the
house
that
and use a branching database
 Record data in a variety of ways and present data
for others

You could help your child by looking at the different types of
materials they can use for their helmet.

and others use mains.
Make a series circuit with Computing
and without a
switch
This half term we will be learning about:
To identify conductors and insulators.
Data Handling
Use scientific
enquiries to test idea



E-Safety: Keeping safe on line. Keeping
personal data safe



You could help by reminding your child how to
keep safe on the internet. Ensure your child
is always in the same as you when working
online.



